Light-induced global conformational change of photoactive yellow protein in solution.
The light-induced global conformational change of photoactive yellow protein was directly observed by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The N-terminal 6, 15, or 23 amino acid residues were enzymatically truncated (T6, T15, or T23, respectively), and their near-UV intermediates were accumulated under continuous illumination for SAXS measurements. The Kratky plot demonstrated that illumination induced partial loss of globularity. The change in globularity was marked in T6 but very small in T15 and T23, suggesting that structural change in positions 7-15 mainly reduces the globularity. The radius of gyration (R(g)) estimated by Guinier plot was increased by 1.1 A for T6 and 0.7 A for T15 and T23 upon illumination. As T23 lacks most of the N-terminal loop, structural change in the main part composed of the PAS core, helical connector, and beta-scaffold caused an increase of R(g) by 0.7 A. The structural change of positions 7-15 caused an additional increase by 0.4 A. The decrease of R(g) upon truncation of positions 7-15 for dark state was 0.3 A, while that for the intermediate was 0.7 A, suggesting that this region moves outward on formation of the intermediate. These results indicate that a light-induced structural change of PYP takes place in the main part and N-terminal 15 amino acid residues. The former induces only dimensional increase, but the latter results in additional change in shape.